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Abstract
This article describes the different approaches cur-
rently followed in the field of social navigation for
robots. A novel approach focusing on human activ-
ity called the Maisonasse attentional model is stud-
ied in more depth as well as its implementation in
the robot operating system (ROS).

1 Introduction
1.1 Background
In the past, the field of robotics mainly comprised of robots
within a controlled environment, for example a robot that as-
sembles body parts of a vehicle. As technology advanced
it became possible to expand the working environment of
robotics to share the space inhabited by people. During these
early days the focus of research was predominantly concerned
with navigational safety or collision detection and prevention.
However for smooth integration into human occupied areas,
navigational safety and collision avoidance are not the only
criteria to take into consideration. Moreover as describedin
[Reeves and Nass, 1996] humans expect a robot to interact
in a way resembling how an actual human would behave. For
this reason research has shifted towards enabling robots toact
in a socially acceptable way and thereby improve the human
robot interaction [HRI].

Modelling the movement and behaviour of a robot to ac-
complish this behaviour proves to be difficult. Humans have
the ability to correctly interpret a scenario and interact ac-
cordingly conforming to certain social norms so as not to
cause surprise, uneasiness or appear rude to other human be-
ings. Also subtle differences in body posture, vocal levelsetc,
are interpreted correctly and their behaviour adjusted accord-
ingly in a very short time span. This is not the case for robots.
To achieve the goal of designing human-like robots, numer-
ous challenges arise. The information gathered from the sen-
sory models (be it visual, acoustic, map etc.) of robots allows
only for an estimation of the scenario. For example visual
sensors might not pick up transparent objects, dynamic ob-
jects can be incorrectly mapped as static objects and so forth.
This leads to inconsistencies between the actual scenario and
the perceived scenario. However even if it were possible to
detect and describe the scenario one hundred percent accu-
rately, one is still left with the difficulty of deciding on the

correct behaviour and course of action to take based on the
scenario.

1.2 Contribution
For a robot to navigate not only in a safe but also socially ac-
ceptable way, traditional path planning methods are not suffi-
cient. [Maisonnasseet al., 2006] illustrated that an attentional
model can be used to detect interactions between people and
objects. This paper builds on this idea and aims at describing
how the attentional model can be used in a similar fashion for
navigational purposes of a robot within a social context.

1.3 Outline
The paper is set out as follows: Section 2 contains a liter-
ature review focusing predominantly on the navigational as-
pect of human robotic interaction (HRI) and highlights the
most common approaches followed. Section 3 expands on
one of these approaches and describes in detail how attention
between people and objects can be used in navigational plan-
ning. This is followed by the results obtained in section 4 and
the discussion in section 5.

2 Literature review
To improve human robot interaction, three main areas of in-
terest can be distinguished namely:navigation, interaction,
appearance. Navigation focuses on the path and trajectory
the robot should take to achieve its goal position, combining
obstacle avoidance with social rules. Interaction is concerned
with verbal communication and physical interaction with an
actual human being, given that it is an objective. Lastly ap-
pearance is a criteria which includes among others, showing
emotion, appearing human-like if the robot’s goal is to inter-
act with humans for example, or having an appearance that
puts the human at ease and doesn’t cause distress. Hence-
forth the focus will be on the navigational aspect of socially
aware robots.

2.1 Navigational aspect of HRI
For a robot to reach a certain goal destination, the fol-
lowing three factors play a role in deciding which path
and trajectory is most suitable:safety, optimality in respect
to time/energy/distance, and compliance to social/cultural
rules. Motion safety has been studied in detail and the three



safety criteria such as set out in[Fraichard, 2007] under-
pins what is needed to avoid Inevitable Collision States (ICS)
[Fraichard and Asama, 2003]. Route planning based on opti-
mising the time/distance/energy to reach the target is achiev-
able through methods such as A*[Hart et al., 1968]. In gen-
eral any criteria can be used to create a cost map that can be
used as an input for the A* algorithm.

The navigational part of social behaviour of a robot as a sub
class of the whole HRI social behaviour, is interested solely
in the path and trajectory of the robot. The social rules might
include rules such as passing on the right/left, following dis-
tance, waiting in a queue, to name but a few. The senses
with which a human perceives social behaviour is limited to
sight and hearing. Touch is excluded, since for navigation the
safety criteria will prevent touching and for interaction it falls
within said category. A robot will at a certain point in time
either try to attract attention or avoid distracting a humans at-
tention. Which ever it may be, certain social behaviours need
to be adhered to. The idea behind adhering to these social
or cultural rules are to maximise human comfort and avoid
rudeness or disturbance.

2.2 Consideration of social behaviour as related to
Navigation

Proxemics
Different approaches have been suggested to try and achieve
the goal of a robot that behaves socially acceptable, notewor-
thy is the field ofproxemicsfirst termed in 1966 by Edward
T.Hall. [Hall, 1966] Proxemics acknowledges that a person
feels comfortable with another person or robot up to a cer-
tain proximity within the space surrounding him or her. The
distance that is deemed socially acceptable depends on the
relationship between the persons as well as the type of inter-
action. Hall proposed four distinct circular zones around a
person in increasing size: intimate zone, personal zone, so-
cial zone and public zone. Figure 1 gives an indication of
these zones although the exact diameter depends heavily on
culture, background and other factors.

The majority of research seems to focus heavily on prox-
emics as a criteria to achieve socially aware behaviour. In
some cases the original model by Hall is slightly modified.
Svenstrup et al.[Svenstrupet al., 2010] effectively extend the
size of the zones (intimate, personal, social, public) towards
the area behind the person. This is done under the assumption
that a person feels more uncomfortable with a person stand-
ing behind them. Others again adapt the model to cater for a
certain social behaviour such as passing on the left. This is
achieved for example by effectively increasing the zones to
the right hand side of a person as done in[Kirby et al., 2009]
by means of an auxiliary cost function.

In all cases the robot’s goal is to respect these zones de-
pending on the task of the robot. As an example, if the robot
needs to deliver an object to a person it will need to enter into
the intimate zone. On the other hand if its task is only to con-
vey a message, the robot needs to reside in either the personal
zone or social zone depending on how acquainted the person
is with the robot.

It is clear that navigation based on proxemics on its own
lacks the capability of adequately dealing with the activity of

Figure 1: Representation of different zones according to Hall.
(not to scale)

humans. Two human beings might be in conversation within
each others social zone and the robot would pass between
them and deem it acceptable as it stayed outside their personal
zone. In reality though most cultures would see this as un-
acceptable social behaviour. Therefore a different approach
than solely proxemics is needed to overcome this problem.

Acoustics
Another social navigation approach focuses onacoustics.
This approach can be subdivided into two scenarios. The first
is for the situation where the robot interacts with a human and
would thus want to be positioned such that the ambient noise
is minimised. Martinson explains in[Martinson and Brock,
2007] how this can be achieved using a noise map as a cost
function and letting the robot move towards the most tranquil
place. This noise map is updated regularly using the a-priori
knowledge as well as any newly detected sound sources. The
second situation is applicable to when it is desirable for the
robot not to be a distraction. In this case the ambient noise is
used to mask the noise the robot generates itself[Martinson,
2007]. A motion path is then constructed, so as to minimize
the detectable noise generated by the robot above the ambient
noise.

Activity based approach
One of the key challenges to socially acceptable interaction is
that a certain behaviour seen as acceptable at a point in time
might be completely inappropriate at another time. This fact
depends highly on the currentactivitywith which a person or
persons are busy. Take for example the scenario as mentioned
in [Diego and Arras, 2011], where a noisy cleaning robot is
used in a house environment. Cleaning within the television
room while a person is watching a show is not socially accept-
able. However if the person is just passing through the room,
the robot need not interrupt its own cleaning task. Similarly
greeting a person and seeking interaction while he is typing
in front of a computer is acceptable, on the other hand if the
person is busy with a video call on his computer it is best to



wait until after the call before trying to engage with the per-
son. This illustrates the need for determining human activity
as a means of socially acting correctly.

Field of view is commonly used to determine a persons
attention and infer the activity they are currently busy with.
[Rios-Martinezet al., 2012] refers to this as an information
process space (IPS). This approach does however have its
limitations as not all objects in a persons field of view nec-
essarily holds his or her attention. Furthermore acoustic at-
tention is completely ignored in this case, in other words a
humans attention regarding acoustics is normally omnidirec-
tional and not limited to his or her field of view. Maisonasse
et al.[Maisonnasseet al., 2006] proposes anattentional model
to determine which amount of a person’s attention lies with
an object. The information gathered can then be used to de-
termine the current activity of the person. The advantages of
this approach is that it takes into account the salience of all
objects related to the person, which can range from a com-
puter, telephone, screen or another human being.

3 Attention-Based Navigation

In order to detect the interactions that exist between people
and objects within their environment, it is necessary to take
into account all possible interactions between people as well
as interactions between people and objects. This can only be
achieved with an analysis on scene level.

The attentional model acknowledges that a human pos-
sesses a certain amount of attention and that this attention
is divided between different objects. The attentional model
aims to model this attention span of a human and provide this
model to a robot which can then use this information to plan
its motion given a certain goal.

3.1 Details of the attentional model

As stated in[Fischer, 2012], all objects that are of inter-
est (which draw attention) are defined as objects in the
workspace. These objects are parametrised by their position,
velocity and an attentional component. The attentional com-
ponent consists of the following variables: (O, T, S,αini,
αend). O is defined as the orientation of the object, T can
take one of two values Visual or Audio and indicates the kind
of disturbances. S is the salience, level of distraction an ob-
ject possesses, note that this variable can be time-dependant.
Lastly the anglesαini,αend define the angle within which the
object possesses its salience. Humans form a subclass of type
object and is named Agents.

Each agent possesses a certain amount of attention that
it can distribute between different objects. The first step to
model this attention as described in[Fischer, 2012] is to de-
fine an average attention vector consisting of a size and a di-
rection in theR2 space. This average attention is itself broken
up into two vectors namely intention and distraction. The in-
tention is related to the current activity with which the agent
is busy, while the distraction is a vector acquired by summing
over all the possible objects (j) that can distract the Agent(i)
from his current activity. The exact detail of how the distrac-
tion vectors are calculated is omitted for conciseness but can

be found in[Maisonnasseet al., 2006]. The resulting distrac-
tion vector is then as follows:

~Distractioni(t) =
∑

j,j 6=i

~Distractionij(t) (1)

and finally the average attention vector is obtained by com-
bining the two vectors after applying specific weights to them.

~Attentioni(t) = λ ∗ ~Intentioni(t)+

µ ∗ e
−2∗||Intentioni(t)||

Intentionmax ~Distractioni(t)
(2)

An example of this attention vector for an agent called ob-
ject 1 is shown in figure 2 from[Maisonnasseet al., 2006].

Figure 2: Attention vector of object 1 (An agent)

The exponential term in the weighting of the distraction
vector allows a decrease in distraction given a very high value
of intention. This corresponds to a scenario where a person
is highly focused on a task and distracting him or her would
require a high amount of effort.

To specify the final attention between an agent and an ob-
ject given the attention vector as defined in equation 2 the
first step is to normalise this value to a value between 0 and
1 as described in[Fischer, 2012]. Intuitively the attention of
an agent is not limited to one single specific direction as sug-
gested by the attention vector. To take into account that an
agent will focus his attention within a certain azimuth centred
around the attention vector, a gaussian distribution basedon
the attention vector of each agent is defined asFc(α) where c
is the normalized attention value related to the size of the at-
tention vector. (see[Fischer, 2012]). Figure 3 adapted from
[Maisonnasse, 2007] shows how the angle between the vec-
tor ~Attentioni(t) and the object has an impact on the value
of Fc(α). The dotted lines show that for an angular displace-
ment of -0.5 radians, the attentional distribution changesfrom
approximately 0.48 for the case where the object is in the ex-
act same direction as the vector ~Attentioni(t) to 0.3.

The final parameter calledresourceij which describes the
attention agent i pays to object j is then obtained as follows:

resourceij = Fci(αij) ∗
||Distractionij(t)||

||Distractioni(t)||
(3)



Figure 3: FunctionFc(α) for different values of c

Computation of resources
The computation of the parametersresourceij between agent
i and object j for all agents and objects is calculated using the
following algorithm adapted from[Fischer, 2012].

Algorithm ComputeAttentionMatrix(S)
input: The set of agents and other objects S
constants: λ = 60,µ = 40, intentionmax = ?, K = ?
output: The attention resource distribution matrix M
for all i ∈ Agents(S)do

for all j ∈ Objects(S)do
distance← Position(j) - Position(i)
distraction[i][j]← Salience(j, i)∗distance/||distance||3

distraction sum[i]← distraction sum[i] + distraction[i][j]
end for

end for
for all i ∈ Agents(S)do

dedication← µ ∗ e(2∗intention[i]/intentionmax)

attention[i]←λ∗ intention(i) +
dedication∗ distraction sum[i]

c← tanh(K ∗ ||attention[i]||)
for all j ∈ Objects(S)do
contribution[i][j] ← distraction[i][j]/distraction sum[i]
M[i][j] ← F (c, Angle(i, j))∗ contribution[i][j]
end for

end for

4 Results

4.1 Scenario

For a scenario consisting of four agents (A1-A4) and three
objects (O1-O3), the final resource allocation is represented
in table 1 (adapted from[Maisonnasse, 2007]). The infor-
mation in the table can be interpreted as follows: a row entry
shows how the focus of the agent corresponding to the row
is distributed amongst the different objects in the workspace
(per column). A column entry shows how the specific ob-
ject corresponding to the column holds the attention of all the

agents. As mentioned previously an agent is a subclass of ob-
ject and is therefore included in the columns. As an example,
assume objects 1 and 2 are both robots capable of interacting
with a human/agent and that table 1 is a given configuration
in the state time space. Let the task be to interact with agent
2, the table then indicates that the best option would be to
use object 1 as it holds the highest relative attention (0.35)
of agent 2. Let us say that the task changes slightly in that a
robot still has to interact with agent 2, however it should not
divert the attention of agent 1. In this case the robot corre-
sponding to object 2 will be the preferred option. The reason
being that even though it does not hold the highest relative
attention of agent 2, it holds no attention of agent 1 while still
holding a relatively high attention of agent 2.

Table 1: Resource table showing Objects O and Agents A
A1 A2 A3 A4 O1 O2 O3

A1 - 0.15 0.02 0.02 0.34 0.0 0.0
A2 0.5 - 0.11 0.04 0.35 0.20 0.0
A3 0.04 0.2 - 0.12 0.54 0.07 0.08
A4 0.04 0.3 0.17 - 0.12 0.2 0.4

Figure 4 shows a partial representation of the scenario
from table 1 with the relevant resources shown for the sce-
nario.

Figure 4: Representation of the scenario

4.2 Cost function
As discussed in the previous section the attentional model de-
scribes the amount of resources each agent allocates to each
object respectively. The goal is to develop a cost function,
based on the attentional model, that can be used in robot navi-
gation. As a robot is itself one of the objects in the workspace,
the table resulting from the attentional model gives an indica-
tion of the amount of attention the robot object holds for each
agent. The cost map can then be created by evaluating the
resource relationships between agents and the robot for dif-
ferent positions of the robot at different times.



Similar to the acoustic approaches by[Martinson and
Brock, 2007] and[Martinson, 2007] there exists two distinct
situations, the first is when the goal is to interact or disturb
an agent and the second when it is desirable to cause as lit-
tle disturbance as possible for the agent. Depending on the
scenario the goal would be to either maximise or minimise
the cost function. More complex situations might also exist
where one agents attention should be attracted while another
agents attention should not be diverted.

It is necessary that the robot also respects the human per-
sonal space based on proxemics as described by[Hall, 1966].
To ensure this, the cost function derived from the attentional
model is linearly combined with a dynamic personal space
cost function for each agent. This dynamic personal space
cost function is as described in[Scandolo and Fraichard,
2011] and displayed in figure 5. The higher cost in red cor-
responds to the area behind a person.

Figure 5: Illustration of the dynamic personal space cost
function surrounding a person

4.3 Future work
The attentional model and cost map generation has been im-
plemented in code (C++). Unfortunately due to time con-
straints the final integration within the ROS framework and
simulation in the Morse environment has not been completed
and is still in progress.

5 Discussion
The various approaches mentioned all have their advanta-
geous and disadvantageous related to socially acceptable be-
haviour of a robot. A purely proxemics approach for example
does not take into account the current activity that a user is
engaged with. A purely activity based approach might on the
other hand neglect to take into account the discomfort a user
feels based on proxemics. Depending on the scenario one
or the other approach might seem more suited. The social
importance deemed most desirable such as silent movement,
respecting personal space, non-intimidating speeds, consider-
ing human activity will in the end determine which approach
is followed. The attentional model holds promise as each in-
teraction between object and agent can be modelled individ-
ually whether it holds acoustic or visual attention. The model
is also not limited to a certain field of view as parameters

αini, αend describing the azimuth of the objects salience can
be changed independently of the objects orientation. The ma-
jor challenges in the attentional model is how to choose rel-
evant values for the models parameters as well as taking into
consideration that these values can be time depended as well.
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